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ABSTRACT 
Let v be a norm on C”, and let a be a matrix which has a v-Hermitian 
decomposition. (1) The v-numerical range of a is convex. (This generalizes the 
Hausdorff-Toeplitz theorem.) In fact, the v-numerical range is equal to the field of 
values of a matrix similar to a. (2) If the Hermitian and v-Hermitian decompositions 
of a coincide, then the v-numerical range of a and the field of values of a are the 
same. This follows from detailed information about the boundary of the range. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hausdorff-Toeplitz theorem [6] asserts the convexity of the field of 
values of a for each a EC”“. The main result of this paper (Theorem 7) is 
that V,, (a)-the numerical range determined by a norm v on C” as defined 
by Bauer [l]-is convex for all matrices a which lie in the complex linear 
span of the set H, of v-Hermitian matrices. This set, H,+ iH,, has been 
extensively studied in the general Banach space setting; cf. Bonsall and 
Duncan [2]. 
Let x denote the Euclidean norm. The field of values of a is V,(a), and 
all matrices lie in the complex linear span of the set of x-Hermitian matrices 
(x-Hermitian= Hermitian in the usual sense). Thus our result is a direct 
generalization of the Hausdorff-Toeplitz theorem. The result is known when 
the norm Y is absolute; cf. Schneider and Turner [13]. 
*This paper contains part of the author’s doctoral thesis written under the supervision of 
Professor Hans Schneider at the University of Wisconsin. 
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It should be noted that the condition given here for the convexity of 
V,(u) is sufficient but not necessary. There are matrices not in the complex 
linear span of the v-Hermitians for which V,(u) is convex. Also, however, 
there are matrices whose numerical range is not convex. Thus the problem of 
characterizing the set of matrices for which the v-numerical range is convex 
remains open. Examples of nonconvex numerical ranges may be found in 
Nirschl and Schneider [9] and in Bonsall and Duncan [3, p. 411. 
Relatively little is known in general about the shape of numerical ranges. 
For example, it is not known whether or not numerical ranges are always 
simply connected. They do, however, always contain the convex hull of the 
spectrum of the matrix; cf. Zenger [I5]. 
The convexity of V,(u) for a E H, + iH, is proven by finding a suitable 
nonsingular matrix b such that V,(a) = Vx (b - ‘ub). In the special case that 
the v-Hermitian components of a are also x-Hermitian, b may be taken to be 
the identity matrix, and then V,(a) = Vx (a). The bulk of Sets. II and III is 
devoted to a proof of this. A sketch of the argument is as follows: V,(u) is 
the range of a mapping a, from the unit sphere in C” to C defined by 
u,(z) = (uz, x). Similarly a mapping a, with range V,(u) may be defined by 
a, (2) = (ax, y), where x, y is the v-dual pair decomposition of the direction z, 
i.e., x+ y is a positive multiple of t. The existence and uniqueness of a dual 
pair with this property and the continuity in z are of crucial importance to 
this argument. Using properties of x-Hermitian and v-Hermitian matrices, it 
is then shown that if u,(x) lies in a face of Vx (a), then u,(z) lies in the same 
face. In particular, if u,(z) is an extreme point of V,(u), then a,(.~)= u,(z). It 
follows fairly readily from this that bdry vx (a) C_ V,(u) c Vx (a). The possibil- 
ity that some interior points of Vx (a) are not points of V,(u) is eliminated by 
showing that a family of paths in V,(u) has the property that every interior 
point of V,(u) lies on at least one of these paths. 
It is reasonable to ask whether in an arbitrary Banach space with norm v, 
an operator which has a v-Hermitian decomposition has a convex numerical 
range. The methods of this paper do not apply, since they depend on the 
relationship between the norm v and the inner product norm x. 
II. DEFINITIONS, DUAL PAIR DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let C” denote the space of n-dimensional complex column vectors. We 
denote the usual inner product in C” by (. , .). Let C”” denote the space of 
n X n matrices. These concrete spaces will be used for ease of identification, 
even though the entire discussion is coordinate-free. 
Given a norm v on C”, the unit sphere of v is 
S,={zEC”:v(z)=l}, 
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the norm dual to v is v D defined by 
The set of dual pairs of v is 
The v-numerical range of a matrix a EC”” is 
The set of v-Hermitian matrices is 
H,={hEC”“:V,(h)CR}. 
These notions are generalizations of the classical case in which the norm is 
the Euclidean norm x induced by the inner product. In this case, the norm 
subscript will be deleted, thus: 
S={zEC”:(z,Z)“2=1}, 
v(u)={(uZ,Z):ZES} for uEC”“, 
The set V(u) is frequently called the field of values of a. This set may be 
viewed as the image of the continuous mapping a,: S+C defined by 
a, (z) = (uz, z). Similarly a continuous mapping a, : S&X with image VP (a) is 
defined by u,(z) = (ax, y), w h ere (x, y) is the dual pair decomposition of the 
direction z defined in the following theorem. That a, is continuous and has 
image V,,(u) is a consequence of this theorem. 
THEOREM 1 [4]. Let v be a norm on C”. For each z E S there is a unique 
dual pair (x, y) E II, such that x + y is a positive multiple of .z. The mapping 
z+(x, y) is a homeomorphism of S onto II,. 
Proof, This result follows immediately from Theorem 6 of [4] in the case 
s=o. W 
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III. PROPERTIES OF H n H, 
For a E C”“, a E C, the face of V(a) generated by a is the smallest closed 
subset F of V(a) such that LY E F and every open line segment in V(a) which 
intersects F is contained in F. Let +cz (a) denote the face of. V (a) generated 
by a. We say a: is an extreme point of V(a) when +a(a)={a). 
THEOREM 2. Let v be a norm on C”, and let a be a matrix in H, + iH, 
whose Hermitian and v-Hermitian decompositions coincide (i.e., a = h + ik 
with h, k E H n H,). Then, for any face F of V(a), a,(z) E F implies a,(z) E 
F. In particular, 
(1) lf a,(z) is an extreme point of V(a), then a,(z)=a,(z), and 
(2) convV”(a)= V(a). 
Proof. Let a = a,(z). We must show +=(a) contains a,(z). If a dint V(a), 
then +a (a) = V(a) and the result follows because V,(a) c V(a). This fact is 
contained in Theorem 3.4 of [ll]. In the case (Y E bdry V(a), a proof is again 
to be found in [II]. Because the setting is somewhat different, the argument 
is repeated here. 
Suppose then that a E bdry V(a) and a = (az, z). Then ((a - a)z,z) = 0, 
and for an appropriate angle 8, V(e”’ (a - a)) c U+, the closed right half 
plane. The map 6 +e “(5-- a) takes V(a) to V(e” (a - a)) and it takes faces 
of V(a) to faces of V( eie (a - CK)). Also, if X, y EC” and (x, y) = 1, then 
(ax, y) = rw if and only if (eie(a - a)x, y) = 0. In view of these observations, 
there is no loss of generality in supposing a = 0 and V(a) c II+. Let (x, y) be 
the dual pair decomposition, as in Theorem 1, of the direction z. Then for 
some t>O, we have tz=x+ y and 
o= t”(az,z)=(ax,x)+(uy,y)+(ax,y)+(uy,x) i*) 
Consider the terms on the right hand side of (*). The first two are positive 
multiples of elements of V(a), and hence are in II+. The third is in 
V,(a) c V(a) zII+, andfora=h+ik,h,kEHnH,thefourthis 
(ay,xj=(hy,x)+ i(ky,x) 
=(hx,y)+i(ky) 
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Thus all four terms have nonnegative real part and hence zero real part. 
Then (a;,,)) V(a)niR. If c#J~(O) 1s a line segment, then V(a) n iR = +a(O), 
whence a,(z) E t9, (0) as required. Otherwise 0 is an extreme point and V(<l) 
does not contain both positive and negative multiples of i, in other words 
V(a)niRCiR+ or iR-. Then all four terms of (*) have nonnegative 
(respectively nonpositive) imaginary parts and hence zero imaginary parts, 
and we have (ax,y)= a,(z)=OE~~(O). Th us all but (2) is proved. A compact 
convex set is the convex hull of its extreme points; hence V(u) C conv V,(n). 
Since V,(u) C V(u), V(u)=convV,(u), as required. n 
For a EC”“, /3 E bdry V(u) define 
In other words, S,( ,f3) is the preimage under a, of the minimal face of V(u) 
containing /3. 
LEMMA 3. S,( /3) is path connected for each u EC”” and each p E 
bdry V(u). 
Proof It suffices to prove the lemma when P=O and V, is in the closed 
right half plane, since the general case may be brought to this case by 
translation and rotation as in the proof of the preceding theorem. Without 
loss of generality, then, suppose p =0 and V(u) is in the closed right half 
plane. Then $a( ,0) IS contained in the imaginary axis and for a = h + ik with 
h and k Hermitian, we have z E S, (0) if and only if (hz,z) = 0. But h is 
positive semidefinite, so that (ha, z) = 0 implies hx = 0. Then S, (0) is the set 
of those z in the unit sphere S which also lie in the eigenspace of 0 for h. But 
this is a sphere (the Euclidean unit sphere in the eigenspace of 0), a path 
connected set. n 
REMARK. Hausdorff showed [6] that, for any line L, the set of all ZE S for 
which (uz, x) lies in L n V(u) is path connected. Since S, ( ,8) is such a set 
[$0 ( ,8) is the intersection of a line with V(u)], this provides another proof of 
Lemma 3. 
In the sequel we write S ( ,f3) for S, ( /3) and +( P) for +a ( /3), since the 
matrix involved will be clear from the context. 
LEMMAS. If v is a norm on C” and a=h+ik with h,kEH,nH, then 
bdryV(a)LV,(a)CV(a). 
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Proof If@ EbdryV(cL), then +(/3) IS a line segment [a, y] (possibly 
01= /3 = 7). Let ax and II, be the mappings defined earlier with domains S 
and images V(a) and V,(a) respectively. Choose U, o E S such that U,(U) = LY 
and a,(c)=y. Let q(t) be a path in S(p) from ZL to o. Then u,(q(t)) is a 
path in V,(a). By Theorem 2, a,( y (t)) E+( /3) for t E [0, I]. Also, since (Y and 
y are extreme points of V(u), n=a,(u)=u,(u)=u,(q(O)). Similarly 
y=u,(q(l)). Thus the path covers [o,y]=+(P); hence ,~EV,(U). 
By Theorem 2, V,(a) c V(u). n 
At this point we know that V,,(a) is bounded by a convex curve, namely 
bdry V(u). The situation is similar to the one in which Toeplitz [14] left 
V(u). He showed that V(u) is bounded by a convex curve, but left the 
possibility that V(a) has holes in it. Then Hausdorff [6] proved V(u) convex 
by a direct argument-he showed that if the end points of a line segment are 
in V(a), then the entire segment is in V(a). We have not found such an 
argument for V,(u); instead we “eliminate the holes”, i.e., we show that V(u) 
is simply connected. 
The notion of the “winding number” about zero of a closed path p in 
V,(u) will be needed; it will be denoted by deg( p), Formally, this number is 
the degree of the map [-+p (arg[)/[ p(arg<)[, which maps the unit circle to 
itself. If { pt} is a sequence of closed paths in V,(a) converging to p, then 
deg( p) = lim deg( pi). If p and 4 are homotopic in Vy (a), then deg( p) = 
deg(q). For proofs of these assertions concerning homotopy and degree, see 
for example Hocking and Young [8, p. 2661. For an analytical approach 
equally suitable to our purpose see the discussion of the index of a path in 
Rudin [lo, Chapter lo]. 
THEOREM 5. If Y is a norm on C” and a=h+ik, with h,kEHnH,, 
V” (u) = V(a). 
Proof Since by Lemma 4.5, bdry V (a) c V”(u) c V(a), it suffices to 
show every point of int V (u) is a point of V,(u). For the sake of contradic- 
tion, suppose (Y E int V(u) but a @ Vy (a). By the translation invariance of V 
and V, there will be no loss in assuming (Y = 0. 
We will construct a family of closed paths in V,(a) which contains a 
parametrization of bdry V(u) and a constant path. Let an extreme point &, of 
V(a) and Z, E S ( PO) be fixed. For each /3 Ebdry V(a) we construct paths 
which go from /3n to p through V,(u) and then back along the boundary to 
pa. For convenience, suppose &. is positive, and let h(t) be the parametriza- 
tion of bdryV(u) such that b(arg,G)=P for all /3 EbdryV(a). 
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For ZE S, Z# - ~a, let sZ(t) be the path from -5, to z in S given by 
tz,,+(1- t)z 
9Z(t)= x(tz"+(l-t)z) for tE [O,l]. 
Then ~~(9~( i)) is continuous in z and t, and for fixed Z, it is a path in V,(a). 
For ,8 EbdryV( ) a and z E (n,)- ‘( /3) (the existence of such a z is assured by 
Lemma 4), this path from PO to ,8 is completed to a closed path p,,,(t) 
defined for s = arg( ,8) by 
??&) = I ny(yZ(ts-‘)) for tE [O,.s], h(t) for tE[s,277]. 
For P = PO and the value arg( ,6) = 0, po,z is a parametrization of bdry V(a). 
For the value arg( /3) = 277, pz7r,t is a constant map. In either case the choice 
z = - x0 can be avoided, so that 9, (t) is defined. For any given ,0 E bdry V(a) 
and s = arg( /3), the degree of pa,, is independent of Z. To see this, let 
x,z’ES(p). Let 
h(t,r) = Ps,,idt)~ 
where 9 is a path from z to Z’ in S (/3). 
Since h(t,O)=p,,,(t) and h(t, 1) = p, ..(t), the paths are homotopic, and 
hence deg( ps,,) = deg( ps,,,,). Thus we may define 
A={sE[O,2n]:deg(p,,,)<Ofor z.ES(I?(S))} 
and 
Then A u B = [0,277], and A,B are both nonempty, since deg( p,$ = 1 and 
deg(ps,,J =O. W e s .h ow A and B are closed. If { sj} is a sequence in, say, A 
and si-+s, then for zjE S(b(s,)) th e se q uence {z,} has an accumulation point 
x in S. Without loss of generality, suppose .z,-tz. Note that z is in S( h(s)), 
since (uzj,zj)= b(sJ, (uzj,~j>+(u~,~>, and h(sJ+h(s). Then ~+,~+p~,~. 
Since deg( ps,, ) < 0, we have deg( ps,,) < 0 and s E A. The curve p,,, is not 
defined if s = 8 or 277 and .z = - ~a. In that case replace xi by - Z/ E S( b ( sj)). 
Then ps, _4 converges to P,,,~, and this shows that s E A if { si} C A. 
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We have expressed [0,2n] as a union of two nonempty, disjoint, closed 
sets under the assumption OB V,(a). This is a contradiction; hence 0 E V,(a), 
as we wished to show. n 
IV. MAIN THEOREM 
The main result of this paper, Theorem 7 below, follows readily from 
Theorem 5. First we need some information about similarity transformations. 
DEFINITION. Given a nonsingular matrix b, the b-transform of a norm v is 
defined by 
Q(X): =v(br). 
LEMMA 6. Let v be a norm on C”, and let b be a nonsingular matrix in 
(7”‘; then 
[ii, ‘;;;a;=“;?; -‘ah) for all a EC”“, 
(iii) Hy, = b - ‘HD b. 
Proof. It is easily checked that vb is a norm. For the second assertion, 
note that (x, y) is a dual pair with respect to v, if and only if (bx, b- ‘* y) is a 
dual pair with respect to v. Then ((b-‘ab)x, y)=(a(bx), b-‘*y), whence 
V,(b-lab)= V,,(a). Then V,( ) 1’ a les on the real line if and only if Vy, (b -lab) 
does. Thus a E H, if and only if b - ‘ab E Hyh. n 
THEOREM 7. lf v is a norm on C” and a = h + ik, where h, k E H,,, then 
V,(a) is convex; more precisely, there is a matrix a’ similar to a such that 
V,(a) = V(a’). 
Proof. By Deutsch and Schneider [5], there is a nonsingular b (the 
Loewner-John matrix of the norm v) such that b-‘H,b c H. Let a = h + ik; 
then b-lab= b-‘hb+ ib-‘kb. Since b-lhb and b-‘kb are in b-‘H,b= Hy,, 
Theorem 5 applies to b - ‘ah with respect to the norm z+,. We have V,(a) = 
V, (b - ‘ab) = V (b - ‘ah), which is convex. n 
In view of this theorem, some properties of V(a) transfer to V,(a) when 
a E H,, + iH,. For example, 
COROLLARY 8. If v is a norm on C”, a E H,, + iH,,, and X is a corner of 
V,(a) (i.e., XE V,(a) and V,(a) is contained in one of the four regions 
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determined by tco distinct lines through X), then h is n simple eigerwalue of 
a. 
Proof. There is an a’ similar to a such that V(a’) = V,(a). If h is a corner 
of V(a’), then h is an eigenvalue of a’, by a theorem of Hildebrandt [7]. Then 
A is an eigenvalue of the similar matrix a, and h is simple because it lies on 
the boundary-see Kirschl and Schneider [9]. n 
REMARK. Schmidt [12] has shown that in general corners of V,(a) need 
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